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The view-obstruction problem for the n-dimensional cube is equivalent to the
conjecture that for any n positive integers v1 , ..., vn there is a real number x such
that each &vi x&(n+1)&1 (here &y& denotes the distance from y to the nearest
integer). This conjecture has been previously solved for n4. In this paper we
prove that when 2n&3 is a prime and n4 we can find a real number x which
gives each &vi x&1(2n&3). In fact more than this is proved.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For any real number x, let &x& denote the distance from x to the nearest
integer. The view-obstruction problem for the n-dimensional cube can be
interpreted as the problem of evaluating the function
}(n)=inf max
0x1
min
1in
&vi x&, (1)
where the infimum is taken over all n-tuples v1 , ..., vn of positive integers
(see Cusick [8, 9]; the function }(n) was already introduced by Wills
[13]). This view-obstruction problem has a geometrical interpretation [8,
9] which motivates its name, but in this paper we only need to consider the
question from the viewpoint of formula (1).
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The natural conjecture for the value of }(n) is 1(n+1) (as stated in [8,
p. 166]). This is because Dirichlet’s box principle gives
max
0x1
min
1in
&ix&=
1
n+1
,
so }(n)1(n+1) (this goes back to [13]), and it is reasonable to conjec-
ture that equality holds. That is, we conjecture that for any positive
integers v1 , ..., vn there is a real number x such that
&vi x&
1
n+1
for each i=1, 2, ..., n.
The proof for n=2 is very simple. The case n=3 is more complicated, and
several proofs have previously been published (Betke and Wills [1],
Cusick [8, 9], Chen [3, 5, 6]). The case n=4 was first proved by Cusick
and Pomerance [12], using a difficult method that relies in part on com-
puter calculations. The first elementary proof was given by Chen [4], but
it was difficult. Recently Bienia et al. [2] have given a short and elementary
proof for the case n=4. It turns out that their method can be pushed
further. This was done by Cusick [11], who proved }(5) 17 . In this paper
we further extend the technique of [2] in order to prove:
Theorem. Let a, n be positive integers with n4, and p a prime with
pmax[2a(n&1)&1, 2(a&1)n+2].
Then
}(n)
a
p
.
By the theorem and taking a=1, 2 we have
Corollary 1. (a) If 2n&3 is a prime and n4, then
}(n)
1
2n&3
;
(b) if 4n&5 is a prime and n4, then
}(n)
2
4n&5
.
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Corollary 2.
}(5) 17 , }(6)
2
19 , }(7)
1
11 , }(8)
1
13 ,
}(9) 231 , }(10)
1
17 , }(11)
1
19 , }(12)
2
43 ,
}(13) 123 , }(14)
4
103 , }(15)
3
83 , }(16)
1
29 ,
}(17) 131 , }(18)
2
67 , }(19)
2
71 , }(20)
1
37 ,
}(21) 279 , }(22)
1
41 , }(23)
1
43 , }(24)
3
137 ,
}(25) 147 , }(26)
3
149 , }(27)
2
103 , }(28)
1
53 ,
... .
For }(n) we have the obvious lower bound }(n)1(2n) (this goes back
to [13]), since for any positive integer m, the measure of the set of
x, 0x1, such that &mx&= 12 is 2=. The first improvement on the
lower bound of }(n) was given by Chen [7], that is, }(n)1(2n&1&
(2n&3)&1)(n5) was proved in [7]. The Theorem in the present paper
gives a further improvement on the lower bound of }(n) for many n, for
example, the results of Corollaries 1 and 2.
Based on Corollary 2 the authors make the following conjecture:
Conjecture. For every n4 there exists at least one integer a with
1an&2 such that 2a(n&1)&1 is a prime.
For 4n301 this conjecture has been verified by the first author.
2. LEMMAS BASED ON BIENIA ET AL. [2]
For any real number x, let (x) denote the fractional part of x, so
&x&=min[(x) , 1&(x)]. Adapting a definition from [2], we say that a
positive integer vi is w-distant (from 0) for x if
&vix&w. (2)
We say that a set of integers vi , where i belongs to some index set I, is
w-distant if there is a real number x such that (2) holds for each i # I. In
this case we also say that the set of integers vi (i # I ) is w-distant for x. Thus
the Theorem simply says that any set [vi , ..., vn] of n positive integers is
(ap)-distant. For the rest of this paper, ‘‘distant’’ always means ‘‘(ap)-
distant.’’
Let a, n be two integers, p a prime and let V=[v1 , ..., vn] denote a set
of n distinct positive integers in (1). We assume the greatest common
divisor
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of v1 , ..., vn is 1, since this involves no loss of generality in (1). Let Z denote
the set of all integers. For a real number x let
D=[vi : p | vi],
V1 (x)=[vi  D : p&v ix& # Z, p&vix&<a],
V2 (x)=[vi  D : p&v ix& # Z, p&vix&a]
_ [vi  D : p&vix&  Z, p&vix&a],
and
V3 (x)=[v i  D : p&vix&  Z, p&vix&>a].
Then it is clear that we have the disjoint union
V=D _ V1 (x) _ V2 (x) _ V3 (x).
Lemma 1. If D is distant for x and
|V3 (x)|<p&1&(2a&1)n+(2a&1) |D|+|V1 (x)|, (3)
then V is distant.
Proof. We have ( jvi p)=0 for 1 jp&1 if vi # D, and since p is
prime we have
[( jvi p): 1 jp&1]=[ jp: 1 jp&1] if v i  D.
Now it is easy to verify that for k=1, 2 or 3, each vi in Vk (x) is not distant
for exactly 2a&3+k of the numbers x+ jp, 1 jp&1, and D is distant
for all x+ jp, 1 jp&1. Thus the set V fails to be distant for at most
(2a&2) |V1 (x)|+(2a&1) |V2 (x)|+2a |V3 (x)|
numbers among x+ jp, 1 jp&1. If (3) holds, then
(2a&2) |V1 (x)|+(2a&1) |V2 (x)|+2a |V3 (x)|
<(2a&2) |V1 (x)|+(2a&1) |V2 (x)|+(2a&1) |V3 (x)|
+ p&1&(2a&1)n+(2a&1) |D|+|V1 (x)|= p&1.
So V is distant for at least one of the numbers x+ jp, 1 jp&1. This
completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. If p>2a(n&2), |D|2 and D is distant, then V is distant.
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Proof. Assume that D is distant for x. If |V1 (x)|+|V2 (x)|=0, then
V=D _ V3 (x), whence V is distant for x. If |V1 (x)|+|V2 (x)|1, then
|V3 (x)|=n&|D|&|V1(x)|&|V2 (x)|n&3
p&1&(2a&1)n+2(2a&1)
p&1&(2a&1)n+(2a&1) |D|+|V1 (x)|.
By Lemma 1, V is distant. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. Suppose n4, p2a(n&1)&2, |D|=1 and p | v1 . If the
greatest common divisor of two of v2 , ..., vn does not divide v1 , then V is dis-
tant.
Proof. Say (v2 , v3) |% v1 . Then (v2 , v3)2 and at least one number
( jv1 (v2 , v3)) , 1 j(v2 , v3)&1, is in [ap, 1&ap], because 1&2ap
1&2a(6a&2) 12 . So v1 is distant for the corresponding value, say x0=
j(v2 , v3). Then (v2x0)=0, (v3 x0)=0. Thus |V1 (x0)|2. So
|V3 (x)|n&|D|&|V1 (x)|n&3
p&1&(2a&1)n+2a&1+2
p&1&(2a&1)n+(2a&1) |D|+|V1 (x)|.
By Lemma 1, V is distant. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. Suppose n4, p2a(n&1)&1 and |D|=1. Then V is distant.
Proof. Say p | v1 . If no vi is greater than v1 , then for x = a( pv1) v1 is
distant and
|V3 (x)|=0n&4p&1&(2a&1)n+2a&1
p&1&(2a&1)n+(2a&1) |D|+|V1 (x)|.
By Lemma 1, V is distant. Since the vi are distinct, we may assume that
vn=max vi>max[v1 , ..., vn&1].
Since n4, there exists at least one of v2 , ..., vn&1 , say v2 , with v2 \v1
(mod vn ). Let d=(v2 , vn). If d does not divide v1 , then we have Lemma 4
by Lemma 3. Thus we may assume that d divides v1 . Let : be any solution
to :v2 #d (mod vn) and define x0=:vn . We consider the sequence
x0 , 2x0 , 22x0 , ..., 2kx0 , ... and define x1=2ix0 , where i0 is the minimal
value such that v1 is distant for x=2ix0 . Certainly such an i exists because
&x0v1 &{0 and ap<14.
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Since (:, vnd )=1 and v2 d\v1 d (mod vnd), we have &x0v1&{0, dvn .
So
&x0v1 &=":v1 dvn d "
2
vn d
=2 &x0 v2&.
Suppose i >0. Since p  6a & 1  5a, and &xvj & = $ 14 implies
&2xvj &=2$, we have
&x1v2&
1
2
&x1v1&="12 x1v1"<
a
p
, &x1vn&=0.
So vn # V1 (x1) and v2 # V1 (x1) _ V2 (x1). By Lemma 1 and (note that
[v1 , v2 , vn] & V3 (x1)=,)
|V3 (x1)|n&3<p&1&(2a&1)n+2a&1+1
p&1&(2a&1)n+(2a&1) |D|+|V1 (x1)|,
we have V distant. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. If |D|=0 and p2(a&1)n+2, then V is distant.
Proof. Each vi in V is not distant for exactly 2(a&1) of the numbers
jp (1  j  p&1). So V fails to be distant for at most 2n(a &1) of the
numbers jp (1 jp&1). Since
2n(a&1)<p&1,
V is distant for at least one of jp (1 jp&1). This completes the proof
of Lemma 5.
Lemma 6. If n3 and pmax[2(n&1)a+1, 2(a&1)n+2], then
}(n)
a
p
.
Proof. If n=3, then p4a+1 by the hypothesis of Lemma 6. In this
case Lemma 6 follows from the known result
}(3)=
1
4

a
4a+1

a
p
.
Now we assume that n4. Let V=[v1 , ..., vn] be n positive integers,
maybe not distinct, in (1). If v1 , ..., vn are not distinct, then by the obvious
lower bound }(n&1)1(2n&2) we have V is 1(2n&2)-distant, whence
ap-distant. So we may further assume that v1 , ..., vn are distinct. Thus we
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have Lemma 6 for |D|=0 by Lemma 5 and for |D|=1 by Lemma 4. If
|D|2, then |D|n&1 and D is 1(2n&2)-distant, whence ap-distant.
By Lemma 2 V is ap-distant. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let V=[v1 , ..., vn] be a set of n positive integers in (1). If v1 , ..., vn are
not distinct, since
max[2a(n&1)&1, 2(a&1)n+2]
max[2(n&2)a+1, 2(a&1)(n&1)+2], (4)
by Lemma 6 we have
}(n&1)
a
p
,
whence V is distant. So we assume that v1 , ..., vn are distinct. Thus we have
the Theorem for |D|=0 by Lemma 5 and for |D|=1 by Lemma 4. If
|D|2, then |D|n&1. Hence }( |D| )}(n&1). Thus by (4) and Lemma
6 we have
}( |D| )}(n&1)
a
p
.
By Lemma 2, V is distant. This completes the proof of the Theorem.
Corollaries 1 and 2 follow from the Theorem immediately.
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